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Compact Panorama System

The VR-System Slim is designed for multi-row panoramas in perspective-corrected flat or spherical projection, but is equally capable
of creating the classic single-row cylinder panorama. With a weight
of only 750g (1.65 lbs) and dimensions of 21.5 x 8.0 x 7.5cm (8.5” x
3.1” x 2.6”) it can be carried easily on all travels. The system can be
collapsed in the blink of an eye and thus stowed in any photo bag
instantly.
For an intuitive handling the lower panorama base disposes of four
integrated click stops which cover the most current focal lengths.
Thus, impressive panorama shoots can be made comfortably and
easily by only a few clicks. Moreover, the upper panorama base disposes of click stops at 10° increments. The advantage is that the
photographer does not need to watch the panorama scale constantly, but rather „feels“ it.
The VR System Slim (order-code: VR-SYSTEM SLIM) will presumably
be available from October, 2014.
For more information please contact: Novoflex Präzisionstechnik
GmbH, Brahmsstrasse 7, 87700 Memmingen/Germany,
Phone +49 - 83 31 / 8 88 88, Fax +49 - 83 31 /4 71 74, E-Mail:
mail@novoflex.de or in the Internet under www.novoflex.de.

Press information

The professional, easy to handle panorama systems of the
NOVOFLEX VR-series are highly appreciated by demanding photographers. The Memmingen think tank is now presenting the
VR-System Slim. With this novelty the company pays tribute to
the trend for even smaller sized system cameras and accessories.

Information for the editorial department:
We will be pleased to send you a panorama system for test purposes.

Information for the
editorial department:
Text and photo data can be
downloaded from website www.
pr-guenther.de (refer to information per company). If
desired, we will be pleased to
send you the data by e-mail
(jg@pr-guenther.de).
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Press contact:
Reinhard Hiesinger, Novoflex
Präzisionstechnik GmbH,
phone +49 83 31 / 8 88 88,
Mail: hiesinger@novoflex.de.

